
HOW TO ADD LONG QUOTES TO AN ESSAY

You'll present these quotes in a block of text set off from the rest of your paragraph. Because the quote is set off in a
block.

Citing long quotes: Following the MLA standard, a long quote is any quotation that is longer than four typed
lines in length. Do so following the documentation style recommended by your teacher -- most likely
American Psychological Association or Modern Language Association style. To put it lightly, incorporating
the right quotes into your work will not only bolster your argument, but it will also better convince the reader
to adopt your point of view. When you introduce a quotation with an incomplete sentence, you usually place a
comma after the introductory phrase. So, an ellipsis in this sentence would look like. The only part that must
be indented is the first line of the fragment. Almost all of the examples in this handout follow the MLA system
of citation, which is widely used in the humanities and in those social sciences with a less quantitative
approach. Fair-Use Policy How much should I quote? Double-space the quotation, end it with a period and
then include the citation information. Calculate your price. For example, you might choose to write:
According to Myles McLeish, author of A journey through the psyche of the broken man. If you include too
much quotation in your essay, you will crowd out your own ideas. It was just unreal and so sad. Why is it
important to identify my sources? In these two examples, observe the forms of punctuation used to introduce
the quotations. It was just unbelievable. Here are a few examples of situations when you might need brackets:
Changing verb tense or pronouns in order to be consistent with the rest of the sentence. Inspirational quotes
Inspirational quotes have become somewhat of a modern day staple. Introduce or conclude the quote by
attributing it to the speaker. Show Regard for the Reader Quotes can speak volumes, but only if your reader
knows who's talking and understands the context. Your reader still needs your assessment of why the
quotation holds significance for your paper. Including supplemental information that your reader needs in
order to understand the quotation. Stick to the same rule that we mentioned when we talked about brief
fragments â€” indicate the writer, year, and page number. In the event that you are using indirect quotes, you
need only to list the secondary source on your reference list. Use block quotations sparingly.


